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If you’re “here”, you’ve gotten to the latest web version of the NALC BRANCH 782 E.A. BAKER UNION
UPDATE. Thank you for taking a look!
For context, our web version augments material published in our regular monthly newsletter. And, we build
on that to let you explore some additional insights provided by other Letter Carriers around the country.
It is prohibitively expensive to publish our newsletter with so many pages. However, there is just so much
relevant information out there that is available in NALC newsletters from around all over this great
country of ours!! So, this format provides us a great opportunity for sharing.
So...what kinds of things can you find as you electronically “flip” through the pages that weren’t in the original print version???
Do you carry flats in your arms? Check out pages 4 and 5 for some perspective... Page 5 also has a
previously unpublished color Fred Acedo “Out There” cartoon for your enjoyment. CSALC District
Officer Eric Ellis offers some thoughts about the changing political landscape and how it might impact
our futures. Page 11 has some info about COLCPE that will probably makes sense to you. Although
we are not on any schedule for FSS, pages 14 and 15 presents articles by both the Branch President
and the Vice-President of NALC Branch 25. JARAP is an important process which is being used on a
daily basis on your route—even if you don’t even know it and you can find out more about it on pages
15 and 16. Pages 20 - 22 offers an excellent NALC Branch President summary of a variety of issues.
Electronically Yours,
Basil Zuniga
Branch 782 Editor-guy

But First! An Adversisement for a great,
great, GREAT book that you can buy...

So what is this advertising message about? THIS is an MDA fundraiser. We are asking for your help.
We envisoned that all 2,500 copies of this book would be sold at the national NALC Convention in Anaheim
in 2010. Didn’t happen. We still have about 1500 copies of this book waiting to be sold before we can make
our anticipated MDA donation. And—to add a little twist—a member made a
motion at our general meeting that we had to sell ALL of the books before
we could make our donation...
The book (about, for and by members of the NALC) chronicles the work
of Branch 782 S.A.N.E Fred Acedo through the first nine of his nineteen
years producing outstanding glimpses into who we are.
So...you may ask, what can you do? ORDER A BOOK!!!
Contact Kim Gerdes at (661) 301-9676; or, try her at the following e-mail
address: “kgerdes91@hotmail.com”. Please help us out. We’d appreciate it!!
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There IS life after retirement...

A portion of Taft Highway near Bakersfield was officially renamed in 2006
to honor veterans of the Vietnam War...but you wouldn’t know it by driving it.
That’s because road signs to mark the change—between Highway 99 and
Enos Lane—have never been erected. Now some local veterans and others
have raised money for the signs, to make sure motorists become aware of the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Highway; and more importantly, that people in the
community remain aware of the sacrifice made by those who served.
“We want to honor ALL Vietnam veterans in the Kern County area,” said
Mario Muniz, who was a U.S. Marine in 1968 when he was awarded his third
Purple Heart after taking a bullet in the back during combat operations. Muniz
was a member of the now-defunct Veterans of the Vietnam War, Post 1, when
Post Commander Barney Cadena led the effort to have a highway in Kern
designated for Vietnam veterans.
But Cadena didn’t live to see the signs go up.
“Tragically, he was killed in a motorcycle accident a few years ago,” Muniz
said of his longtime friend and fellow Marine. The veterans post folded, and
money that had been raised to erect the monument was taken by the national
organization, Muniz said.
“All I want to do is finish the effort started by Barney Cadena,” he said.
“Marines take care of their own.”
Nicolas Esquivel, who coordinates signage efforts for Caltrans District 6,
said the green signs with white lettering are approximately 10 feet wide by 3
feet high. Total cost, including materials and installation, is expected to be
between $3,000 and $4,000, Esquivel said.
Mario Muniz, NALC Branch 782 Retiree, speaks during
But Muniz said he and other organizers would like to raise $6,000 as
the recent dedication of the “Vietnam Veterans Memorial
they also are responsible for paying for any maintenance and repairs needed
Highway” south of Bakersfield on Taft Highway.
throughout the years. The funds will go into a tax-exempt account held by
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Post 7216.
All costs have to be borne by private sources, Esquivel said. By law, the state cannot contribute materials or labor to the effort.
But Esquivel explained that the stretch between Weedpatch and Highway 99 is not actually state highway and therefore cannot be part
of the memorial designation.
That’s just fine with Muniz, who wants one of the two signs to be located facing westbound traffic coming off of Highway 99. The
second sign will face eastbound traffic near Enos Lane.
Ernest Morin, a non-veteran who is helping Muniz with the fundraising effort, says he watched many of his classmates from East
Bakersfield High School go off to serve in Vietnam. Some never came home—and others came home with injuries that were not
immediately visible, but were devastating just the same. “That’s why I want to help,” he said. “For all who made that sacrifice.”
Original article by STEVEN MAYER, Bakersfield Californian staff writer, Monday February 21, 2011 issue was updated for this newsletter

Article courtesy of the Voice of the May-June 2011
published by San Francisco, Ca Branch 214

Article courtesy of the Fresno, CA Branch 231 Postman’s View published in June 2011

Minutes of the
May 2011
General Meeting
The regular meeting of Br. 782 was called to order by President Mike Towery at 7:01 p.m. on the 24th day of May at the
branch office, Bakersfield. The flag salute was led by Trustee,
Danny Blair. All members of the Executive Board were present with the exception of Darryl and Anita Holderman and
Lucinda Martinez. The stewards were present from Arvin,
Avenal, Brundage, Camino Media, Dole Ct., Downtown, East
Bakersfield, Hillcrest, South, Stockdale, Taft and Wasco. Also
present was Newsletter Editor, Basil Zuniga, OWCP Rep.,
Rick Gerdes and Legislative Rep., Diana Chavez. The minutes
of the April 26, 2011 meeting were read and accepted with no
additions or corrections. The communications were read.
REPORTS OF STANDING AND SPECIAL COMMITTEES: Basil Zuniga reported that the Newsletter folding went
well even though no one from Downtown attended. Downtown Steward Kim Gerdes asked that they be given another
opportunity next month since she forgot to let the station
know it was their turn. Basil has only received five articles
from convention delegates; he asks that the other delegates
get an article to him for the next newsletter. He informed the
members that there is a color version of the newsletter on the
website. The color photos really “POP” on the website. There
are also reprinted articles from other branches. Teresa Ortega
reported that Molly will book the park in June, so we will
have a date then.
NEW BUSINESS: Treasurer, Molly Biggar presented the
Budget for 2011-2012. A vote on the Budget will be held at
the June General Meeting.
GOOD OF THE ASSOCIATION: Mabel Bullis reported
that 8 books were sold at the State Convention. There are
1554 books remaining. Alan Smith reported that approximately 76,000 pounds of food and cash equivalent were
collected during the Food Drive. Last year the food and cash
equivalent were 83,000 pounds. Basil asked for the total from
last year along with this year so he can publish them in the
newsletter. Kim Gerdes asked that all delegates who have not
done so please turn in hotel receipts. She needs to contact the
hotel on some discrepancies and needs all the receipts to do
so. Molly Biggar that the branch is having a company come
and shred files at the office on June 6. Any member who has
personal papers that they want shredded should bring them
to the office. Mike Towery discussed the APWU contract; the
PMG predicts that he will be able to get a similar contract

with the NALC. Diana Chavez and Pam Smith met with Ben
McFarland, assistant to Kevin McCarthy, and felt as though he
was more receptive to the NALC issues in support of HR-1351.
Diana thanked Mike Towery for the newsletter article is support to HR-1351 and HR-5746 regarding 6 day delivery. Diana
stressed that carriers need to do our part. She passed out a letter
addressed to Congressman McCarthy and asked that members
send a copy of it to the congressman. Mike Towery thanked Diana and Pam for all their work on legislative issues. John Ortega
reported on the convention. He asked that any delegates who
have not do so yet get their articles to Basil for the newsletter.
He then discussed the JARAP (Joint Alternate Route Adjustment
Process) training he attended in Santa Clarita. He should receive
a detailed report on June 6 on which stations and/or routes will
be adjusted. Mike Towery reported on the FSS adjustments in
Southern California. Managers from Bakersfield were sent down
to verify street times after the CORE adjustments. Some routes
have a 9 hour street time. Another route was out until 6:30 p.m.
after giving away a 1 ½ hour swing. Grumman, the company
that builds the FSS machines has told the USPS that they will
not build any more and the USPS is accepting bids for another
company to builds the machines. Mike reported that the work
load hours are to be posted in each station every day for the previous day so that Carriers can check their volume. Volume can
be changed if it is incorrect from the previous day. Management
locally is doing 3999 on routes. A discussion should be held
with the Carriers after the 3999 is complete.
FINANCIAL SECRETARY’S REPORT: Anita Holderman
is on Annual Leave this week so her report will be given at the
June meeting.
TREASURERS REPORT: Molly Biggar reported:
Beginning Balance
Dues and Income		
Interest Income		
Total Balance		
Expenses		
Ending Balance		

$77,907.37
$11,702.25
$
9.17
$89,618.79
$14,932.08
$74,686.71

The MDA 50/50 Drawing was won by Deven Patterson.
The Drawing for $200.00 would have been won by Thomas
Maxwell if he had been present.
There were 28 members present.
The meeting adjourned at 7:43 p.m.

Membership Meeting Drawing—$250!!

Respectfully submitted,
KIM GERDES
NALC Branch 782 Recording Secretary

Fine Print: YOU have a chance to win $250
this month!! But, you have to be present at the
meeting when names are drawn...

Dollars and Sense...
Do you have loans piling up? Do you need a loan for remodeling? Does this sound like a commercial? Well just send $39.95
and... Just kidding!!

Seriously, do you need a loan? You can get a loan for up to
$50,000.00 depending on your Thrift Savings Plan (TSP)
account balance; a very low, one-time fee of $50.00; and,
virtually no interest. Sound too good to be true? Well, it IS true!
I am a very simple person when it comes to money investments
so I will try to spell this out as easy as possible. (Darryl* helped
me to understand the concept and and to put this on paper.)
You can take a loan against your TSP contribution balance in
your TSP account. You can take from 1 to 5 years to pay off. The
payments are deducted from your paycheck every pay period.
There is interest on the loan...but here is how it works: The loan
rate will be whatever the G Fund rate is at the time the loan is
funded. Each payment you make to the loan is a payment back to
your savings account. So the interest you are paying on the loan
is being paid back into your savings account. (...So, no interest!)
If your TSP savings account is in another fund such as the F Fund
or others, you need to determine if the interest you would/could

NON-MEMBER LIST
MARCH 2011
DOWNTOWN STATION
D. Pearce
J. Cruz
SOUTH STATION
100% Union!!!
EAST BAKERSFIELD
100% Union!!!
HILLCREST
100% Union!!!
BRUNDAGE
D. Kinglee
DOLE COURT
S. Hancock

Basil:

STOCKDALE
A. White
J. Oh
G. S. Saran
P.M. Russel
CAMINO MEDIA
100% Union!!!
ARVIN
C. J. Brown
AVENAL
100% Union!!!
BORON
100% Union!!!

have earned in those accounts is worth the difference in the G
Fund. (It is, if you are paying off loans like credit cards with
HIGH interest rates!)
Let me give you an example. The G Fund is currently earning
2.5% interest.(Not good for a savings account, but great for a
loan!) The higher risk funds such as the F Fund could
be earning, say 12.5%. You could be losing a potential 10% in
interest by borrowing against your account... But, if you are
paying off a loan such as a credit card with an interest rate of,
say, 22.5% interest, you could be saving 20% in interest!
You can have only one TSP loan at a time. If you get a loan
now, and two years later you want another loan. What then?
If the first one is still open, you cannot get that second loan.
However, you can pay back the loan early with no penalties...
and the best part? You can use the money for ANYTHING!!!
Go to “www.TSP.gov” to get more information. There is also
a loan calculator that can give you how much you can borrow,
and what your payments could be. It’s worth thinking about.
ANITA HOLDERMAN
Branch 782 Financial Secretary
(*Darryl Holderman is Anita’s husband and former Branch 782
Vice-President and current Branch 782 Sargeant-at-Arms.)
CALIFORNIA CITY
100% Union!!!
DELANO
C.V. Quebral
L.A. Campos
EDWARDS
100% Union!!!
LAMONT
100% Union!!!
McFARLAND
100% Union!!!
MOJAVE
100% Union!!!

SHAFTER
I. M. New
M. D. Voights
TAFT
B. W. Krier
K.J. Hughes
TEHACHAPI
100% Union!!!
TRONA
100% Union!!!
WASCO
100% Union!!!

RIDGECREST
S. R. Pierce
H.G. Blanco
L.M. Montano

We have 394 total Carriers in the complement assigned to all of the cities represented by our Branch—and,
of those, only 18 are non-members—that means that we are 95% organized!
KIM GERDES, Branch 782 Recording Secretary

HAPPENINGS ON THE HILL
Hello Brothers and Sisters!
It has been quite awhile since I have written one
of these articles about station happenings. We just
had Carol Newton and Celia (Sally) Herrera retired.
Carol’s route 634 went up for bid, and by the time
you read this Karen Mills from Brundage will have
started on it. Welcome Karen. Management proposed to revert Sally’s route 609. I didn’t agree with
that and have grieved it. To all the people interested in that route we will have to
wait and see.
This is a little late, but would like to say congratulations to Allen Smith who took
over 618, after Don Blanco retired. I am his favorite customer, even though Bill
Elms thinks it is him. Congratulations to Melissa Wiles who took over Allen’s
route 623, she came to us from E.B..
Well now that food drive is over I would like to say many thanks to Allen Smith
our station’s food drive coordinator. You did an amazing job. I would also like to
thank all the carriers who picked up food all day long. I am sure there are many
people who will benefit from all your efforts. I would also like to thank some
young volunteers. Shontika Wandicks’s daughter and Dave Rener’s kids came to
help sort food. It was a good
day, with lots of food collected.
All for now.
In Solidarity
PAM SMITH
Shop Steward 93306

From Jerry’s Pen
I am an NALC Shop Steward in an “associate office”. I want to
share some thoughts about the world that I work in.
No Bakersfield units have less than ten routes. Many associate
offices have no more than ten routes. Although the same Contract
applies to all Letter Carriers regardless of where we work, applying the letter of the law to issues can be difficult in offices with
less than 200 man hours.
The options available to deliver the mail is impacted by the
number of people who are working in a unit. Resolving Article 8
problems is a definite problem area.
Larger units have more people to choose from and have a
pecking order that smaller units don’t. In smaller offices, it’s not
realistic to say something like, “Well, we can’t use you this time
because you were mandated last time. We’ll just mandate that
person over there.” Often, smaller offices don’t have another
person...
In associate offices, Letter Carriers just kind of suck it up, time
and again, because we know that the mail has to be delivered.
Management tries to let people off, but sometimes they can’t.
In my office, we have five routes and one auxiliary. There are
8 Regulars and 1 PTF. So, you would think that we would have
more than enough people.
Well, one of the Regulars is a 204-B. One less person to deliver
the mail. The PTF is restricted to six hours. With a scheduled day
off, there is one less person on any given day. We are allowed
one person off for annual leave...so that means there isn’t a lot of
margin for something like a sick call.
And, people do get sick. And when that happens, everyone pitches in and pulls their weight to get the job done.
Here is another thing to think about. Our office is about
thirty miles away from where mail is processed in Bakersfield. In order to get the mail there to meet the “window of operation”, our truck has to leave no later than
4:45. We have to be off the street between 4:15 and 4:30...
What is your cutoff time where you work? Listening to
other Shop Stewards, I realized that the units in Bakersfield seem to have a little more flexibility because the
GMF is only a few minutes away.
That leads me back to the Contract. There are guidelines that are important, but smaller offices tend to be a
little more flexible in applying the Contract.
Our reality is that when it comes to getting our days
off or those long weekends that we cherish...it doesn’t
always happen in a small office. As long as management
works with us, it can be very rewarding working where
we do. And, in their defense, most of the supervisors and
postmasters that I have worked with really do try to work
with us to get us the time off to do the things that we need
to do.
However, like all other management personnel, they
have to do what their bosses tell them. Many times, they
face this question: “Do I have enough people to get this
mail delivered or do I violate the Contract?”

It is obvious that not all offices are the same. If they were,
things would be so much easier. Small offices face different
pressures than do larger offices. And, overall, those of us in
small offices seem to take many things in stride that would be
instant grievances in larger offices.
With that said, increased grievance activity in a small associate office should be viewed as a “Red Flag”!
Normally, disagreements are resolved more informally in
smaller offices. If issues have escalated to the point where
formal grievances are filed, something needs to be dealt with.
Issues in larger offices have to be addressed in ways which
are appropriate to the circumstances in their world. More
people, more vehicles, access to help from other units, etc.
and etc.
Finally, there is another matter which is also important
and makes associate offices different. An associate office is
its own separate world. If we don’t like the people we work
with or our supervisor or our postmaster, we can’t just bid to
another unit. Letter Carriers in larger cities can bid a route in
another station and in an entirely different part of town and—
if need be—can have a fresh start somewhere else.
In a unit like mine with the five routes and one auxiliary,
waiting for a route to open up can take a very, very long time.
If you are working next to someone that you may not get
along with...get used to it and try to make the best of it.
But, there are also good points.
And, maybe that will be in a future article...
JERRY PATTERSON
Wasco Shop Steward

Article courtesy of the June 2011 El Sol published by Albuquerque, New Mexico NALC Branch 504

Legislation has been introduced in the House of Representatives that is very important to every
current and future Letter Carrier.
HR 1351 addresses the overpayment made by the Post Office into the CSRS and the pre-funding required by law. HR 137 addresses maintaining 6 day delivery. Please take the time to call
your Congress Person and ask them for their support on these issues. If the pre-funding issue
was fixed we would be in a much better position to negotiate our next contract. Also maintaining 6 day delivery will save a lot of jobs. There will also be jobs in the future for our returning
veterans.
It does not matter whether you are a republican or democrat; this is not a partisan issue. These
are Letter Carrier issues that have support from both sides of the isle. Please don’t wait and
expect someone else to do this for you. Your politicians need to hear from you on these issues.
Please call or take the time to write a letter and mail it to them. We all have a very big interest
in this.

Honorable Kevin McCarthy
United States House of Representatives
4100 Empire Dr #150 Bakersfield, CA 93309
Date:
Dear Congressman McCarthy:
I live in Bakersfield and I am a member of the National Association of Letter Carriers Branch 782 and a constituent of
your congressional district.
6-day mail delivery service is an essential service that the American people have relied on since 1912. Reducing mail
delivery service to 5 days a week would inevitably cause not only delays in the delivery of mail, but higher postal costs,
due to the many hours of additional overtime that the Postal Service would require in order to handle the resulting
back-up of mail.
Also, our senior citizens rely heavily upon the steady delivery of mail service 6 days a week. Social Security is the
primary or sole source of income for many senior citizens, and any delay in the delivery of their Social Security checks
would make it difficult for them to purchase even essential items, such as food and medicine.
Taking into account these items and other serious consequences that would result from reducing mail delivery services
I am asking you to please sign on as a cosponsor or H Res 137. This bill, sponsored by Representative Samuel Graves,
expresses the sense of the House of Representatives that the United States Postal Service should take all appropriate
measures to ensure the continuation of its 6-day mail delivery service.
Thank you for your consideration of this request. A return response to this letter would be sincerely appreciated.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Honorable Kevin McCarthy
United States House of Representatives
4100 Empire Drive, Suite 150)
Bakersfield, CA 93309
Date:
Dear Congressman Kevin McCarthy:

My name is __________________________________ and I live in Bakersfield. I work as a letter carrier for
the United States Postal Service.
I am writing you concerning the plan the Postal Service has been pushing to reduce service to your constituents by eliminating Saturday delivery. Our State’s small businesses, expanding agriculture industry, and
senior citizens heavily depend on retaining Saturday delivery for their livelihood. While it is true this plan is
facilitated by the recent losses in revenue the Postal Service has been experiencing there is another way to
address this crisis.
Recent legislation has been introduced to help ensure the Postal Service be treated in a fair and equitable
manner allowing it to overcome the very difficult financial challenges it currently faces. H.R. 5746 would
address a decades-old accounting error that led the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) to overcharge the
Postal Service, by billions of dollars, for payments into the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS). This
overcharge, of at least $50- $55 billion, was confirmed this year by reports conducted independently by both
the Postal Regulatory Commission and the USPS Office of Inspector General. These reports thus conclude
the Postal Service has massively over-funded its pension liabilities and that the surplus funds in the CSRS
postal account could be used to meet its obligations to pre-fund its future retiree health benefits – a congressionally mandated obligation. H.R. 5746 does not repeal or in any way address the legally mandated prefunding payments into the Postal Service Retiree Health Benefit Fund (PSRHBF), it simply fixes the massive
over-funding to the Postal CSRS account and transfers it to the PSRHBF.
As a constituent I am asking your support to help fix the deep financial crisis the Postal Service is experiencing in large part as a result of these miscalculations by cosponsoring H.R. 5746.
Thank you for your consideration of this request. A return response to this letter would be sincerely appreciated.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

Legislative Issues Do Matter!!!
These sample letters were submitted by NALC
Branch 782 Legislative Liaision
Diana Chavez...because, “Yes We Can!”

Next two articles courtesy of the June-July 2011 Wakeup published by Tewksbury, Massachusetts Northeast Merged Branch 25

JARAP 2011

by Ron Kania,
Branch 2 Vice-President
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Article courtesy of the June 2011 Pioneer published by Milwaukee, Wisconsin NALC Branch 2

THIS IS AN
“EDITOR-GUY”
NOTE...
You are looking at
the first page of a
seniority list of the
Bakersfield City
Letter Carriers in
1983.
You may wonder
how I figured this
out since there
is no date on the
page.
Well...the
junior PTF is
listed as having
been hired on
1/31/83.
Rick Gerdes was a
PTF as of 7/6/82...
Other PTFs included:
B.L. Nichols, D.M.
Diaz, S. M. Honeycutt,
W.R. Thomas, A.L.
Montomery, J.R Siamis,
S.R. Linenberger, L.D.
Clemons, F.G. Morgan, D.J. Wilder, K.D.
Henson, J.M. Varela, E.
Gifford, J.W. Lavoie,
B. Rinehart, N. Miles,
R.D. Sparks, T. Courson, T.R. Lindsay, F.A.
Arambula, R.C. Leitko,
K.B. Tornkvist, and
T.A. Lanza (in order)...

from the

editor-guy
I want to start out with a
question—“Do you have
“Old Timers”?”
Here is a test: Take a
look at the names on this
seniority list on the last
page. Match the names
on the list with names
like “Pop”, “Luther”,
“Spider”, “Billygoat”,
“Tomcat”, “Cowboy”,
“Pete”, and “Spike”.
If you can name six out of
the eight, you may qualify
as an “Old Timer”. On
the other hand, if you
don’t recognize any of
the names at all (and were
around in 1983) you may
have the other kind of
“old timers”...
Be as it may, finding this
seniority list as I was
going through old files in
preparation to setting up
an office at home to do
my editor-guy things was
pretty cool.
More than a couple of
things jumped out at me.
The Carrier with the most
seniority in the city of Bakersfield started carrying
mail on August 1, 1949.
His name is Frank Tesch.

You may notice that I didn’t say, “His
name was Frank Tesch.” He’s still
around! Next month I’ll share a little
about him. Not only will that be fun
for me, you might like it, too.
However, this points to issues of
context. In every town and city where
there are City Letter Carriers, there is
a senior Carrier—the “old timer” who
has been around the longest. And,
there is also the “newbie”.
All of us who are still carrying mail
are walking streets which others
walked before us. We are startled
and—too often—bitten by dogs. So
were they. If we’ve carried mail for
a while, we hear newer people complain about how hot it was in June.
We remember those July and August
days and we wonder what they’re
going to say then. And, if we pause
to think about it, we wonder what our lives will be like if we make it to retirement. So did all of those
people on that old seniority list on the other page.
Too soon—and we do it one day at a time—we find that we now are old-timers...elders...
Part of what elders are supposed to do is to pass on knowledge and understanding. If someone doesn’t
share how things came about, our history is lost. Here is one example. The banner on this newsletter
carries the title of E.A. BAKER UNION UPDATE. I’ve occasionally been asked if our publication is
named after the founder of Bakersfield.
Actually, E.A. “Ed” Baker was a Letter Carrier who was a former editor of the Branch 782 newsletter. John Ross (another name from the past for many of us) pointed out that Ed’s nickname was “18
& 8” because he was so consistent in his work habits. He was also a former editor of the Branch 782
Update. After he passed away, the newsletter was named in his honor. How many of you knew that?
Ultimately, the point that I’m making is that we’re all passing through. We need to pass along our history so that it can be a foundation for our future. Each of us a building block in that future.
BASIL ZUNIGA
NALC Branch 782 Editor-guy
Recently, I spent a day at the office purging files for the shredder (very exciting work!). I then did a
little organizing (again very exciting!). However, I DID come across some interesting stuff.
Did you know that we have a large collection of photos? I didn’t. I know that it’s great to look at
the old station photos we have hanging up in the office. Well, we have lots more! I am looking for
someone who would be interested in helping to preserve these photos by putting them in albums.
We have a great history in these photos and putting them in albums would allow everyone to enjoy
them. Give me a call if this is something you may be interested in doing. (Retirees! Only YOU may
recognize some of the people in the older pictures...)
KIM GERDES
Branch 782 Recording Secretary
Home: (661) 834-2059 Cell: (661) 301-9676

OuT tHeRe
Think you have an idea for a cartoon? Give
Fred a chance to see what he can do...

Fred Acedo, S.A.N.E.
NALC Branch 782
P.O. Box 6532
Bakersfield, CA 93386-6532

Continued on next page....

Continued on next page....

I don’t
know if
anyone
has
gotten
to this
point...
If you did,
thanks!
Basil Zuniga, Branch 782 Editor-buy

Branch Officers

E.A. BAKER UNION UPDATE is
published monthly by Merged Branch 782 of
the National Association of Letter Carriers,
AFL-CIO.
The opions expressed in this publication
are those of the writer and are not necessarilly those of the publication staff or of
the Officers of the Branch.
The information contained in this publication is true and complete to our best
knowledge. All recommendations, on
equipment and procedures are made
without guarantees on the part of the authors
or of the organization. Because the quality
of equipment, services and methods
are beyond our control, the organization and its publication authors disclaim all liability incurred in connection with use of this information.
Information in this publication may not be
used for illegal purposes.
We invite all members to contribute
articles for publication. Copy, if possible,
should be double-spaced (but doesn’t
have to be) but MUST be signed by the
contributor.
The Editor retains the right to edit,
delete, or reject the article for the good
of the Branch (and even this is subject to
persuasion).
In the hope that material contained herein may be of benefit to the goals of the
National Association of Letter Carriers,
permission is hereby granted to other
NALC Branches to copy or use material and/or cartoons promulgated in this
publication with our best wishes...but
remember to cite/give us some credit.
Basil Zuniga, Editor-guy
(661) 397-4330
brziii@aol.com
Juan R. Rodriguez, Assistant Editor
(H) (661) 854-0635
(C) (661) 912-7553
The “S.A.N.E.”*
Fred Acedo, Cartoonist
*(Special Assistant Newsletter Editor)
P.O. Box 6532
Bakersfield, CA 93386-6532
Anita Holderman, Branch Photographer
(661) 589-1683
Christopher A. Chretien, (Kree-shun)
Branch 782 Special Project Facilitator

President			
Vice-President		
Recording Secretary
Treasurer			
Financial Secretary
HBP & MBA 		
Sargeant-at-Arms		
Chief Trustee		
Trustee			
Trustee			

Mike Towery		
John Ortega			
Kim Gerdes			
Molly Biggar		
Anita Holderman		
Mark Ramirez		
Darryl Holderman		
Lucinda Martinez		
Danny Blair			
Mabel Bullis			

(661) 331-9171
(661) 809-8140
(661) 834-2059
(661) 832-0393
(661) 487-5353
(661) 834-5011
(661) 332-9201
(661) 327-2898
(661) 397-8107
(661) 496-5679

NALC Branch 782 Shop Stewards
Avenal (93203)			
Arvin (93209)			
Delano (93215)			
Lamont (93241)			
McFarland (93250)		
Shafter (93263)			
Taft (93268)			
Wasco (93280)			
Wasco Alternate (93280)
Downtown Station (93301)
South Station (93304)		
South Station Alternate		
East Bakersfield (93305)
Hillcrest Station (93306)
Brundage Station (93307)
Brundage Station Alternate
Dole Court (93308)		
Dole Court Alternate		
Stockdale Station (93309)
Stockdale Station (93309)
Camino Media (93311/13)
Mojave (93501)			
California City (93504)		
Boron (93516)			
Edwards AF Base (93526)
Tehachapi (93561)		
Trona (93562)			
Ridgecrest (93555)		

John Ortega		
Mike Munoz		
Gracie Silva		
Darryl Holderman
Robert Campos		
Norma Hamer		
Mike Meza		
Jerry Patterson		
Mabel Lyons		
Kim Gerdes		
Darryl Holderman
Judy Kiyoshi		
Paul Salazar		
Pam Smith		
Mabel Bullis		
Emma Gonzalez
Mike Towery		
Shari Sharpe		
Randy Courson		
John Ortega		
Mike Meza		
Vacant
Paula Hogg		
Paula Hogg		
Larry Beem		
Mary Morphis		
Lynnell Howell		
Lynnell Howell		

(661) 809-8140
(661) 304-5516
(661) 325-5526
(661) 589-1683
(661) 805-1034
(661) 619-1465
(805) 625-4541
(661) 699-2462
(661) 900-8892
(661) 834-2059
(661) 487-5353
(661) 817-5529
(661) 327-7637
(661) 979-5854
(661) 496-5679
(661) 333-7547
(661) 331-9171
(661) 364-5544
(661) 345-0256
(661) 809-8140
(805) 625-4541
(760) 373-8963
(760) 373-8963
(661) 949-2280
(661) 822-6614
(760) 371-1039
(760) 371-1039

Branch 782
Website
www.782nalc.com
Rick Plummer, Webmaster

National Association of Letter Carriers
“Golden Empire Branch 782
2628 “F” Street
Bakersfield, California 93301
(661) 325-5526
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Non-Profit Organization
U.S. Postage
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Tuesday
June 28, 2011
7:00 p.m.

Branch 782 Office
2628 “F” Street
Bakersfield, California

Congratulations,
Ynosencio
Mendieta!!!
Newest member of the
“Last Punch Bunch”!!!

“Yno”, do you think that you are
going to miss all of the things that you
did over the course of your career???

